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Homeland Security Digital 
Library: Our Vision 
n  Provide 24/7 access to relevant information to researchers, 
scholars, practitioners and decision-makers dealing with 
homeland security. 
 
n  Create a central repository of web-enabled documents, articles, 
government publications, state and municipal planning 
documents, grey literature, multimedia materials and contact 
information of subject matter experts in the various related 
fields. 
n  Provide tools and services to facilitate effective research and 
collaboration in the area of homeland security. 
Why a digital library (1)? 
n  Lots of information out 
there 
n  Redundancy 
n  Difficult to keep track of 
what’s new 
n  Not well organized or 
described 
n  Time consuming to weed 
out authoritative 
information using a 




Tracking dynamic information on the web 
Why a digital library(2)? 
n  Current digital 
documents permanently 
archived 
n  Share documents over 
distance 
n  One central repository 
devoted to this topic 
 
Archiving & preserving the current debate 
Scope 
n  Goal: support instructional and research programs of NPS  
n  Focused on the Homeland Security Curriculum and research 
projects funded by the HS project funds 
n  As funding permits, also 
n  Support DHS 
n  Federal, state and local agencies 
n  Anti terrorism efforts and first responders involved in 
security and homeland defense of the US 
Proposed Content 
n  multimedia  
n  research studies  
n  news features  
n  white papers and case studies  
n  background materials  
n  bibliographies,  
n  tools [e.g. simulations, 
software] 
n  congressional materials  
n  state and local plans  
n  policies and procedures  
Collaboration 















Search engine Search engine 
Search engine 









Proposed Digital Library Architecture 





Stages of Development  
1st stage – Taxonomy development, define user requirements, 
identify and organize collections 
 
2nd stage - User authentication, personalization of content, a 
user controlled look-and-feel, and pushing of new 
information to users  
 
3rd stage - Visualization and intelligent mining tools to help 
users quickly analyze information and review trends   
  
Phase 1 Development 
n   Initial taxonomy for homeland security curriculum 
n   Alpha version of Digital Library includes: 
n  Browse-able list of resources 
n  Search engine 
n  Web interface for submission of new resources 
n  Selected news feeds 
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Homeland Defense 





The Role of the Army 




The Impact on 
Quality of Service 
when Using 
Security-Enabling 
Filters to Provide 




Impact of Public 
Perception on 
U.S. National 






Advanced Denial of 
Service Techniques 
in IEEE 802.11B 








Regression Trees: A 
Methodology for 
Predictive Data 
Mining for Fraud 
Detection 
2003 Budget 
n  Calendar 2003 
n  Non Labor  $1.0M 
n  Labor   $1.3M 
n  Total   $2.3M 
n  First Quarter   
n  Non labor  $  95,974.14 
n  Labor    $144,219.12 
n  Total   $240,193.26 
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